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Abstract—5G networks are expected to be a set of slices which
are virtual subnets designed for specific applications. A crucial
requirement for providing proper functioning of the network and
its security is proper isolation of slices. The aim of this paper is
to propose a new method of determination of the isolation level of
a slice. We propose a Graph-based model of the sliced network,
which has a layered structure. In each layer, the appropriate
network elements have their own isolation level. The lowest layer
of the Graph-based model represents virtual network elements
with isolation traits used for calculating their isolation level.
Climbing to the top of the stack of layers one can calculate,
successively, isolation level for a network’s physical element, a
link, subnetworks and, the End-to-End slice’s isolation level. We
present numerical examples, where suitable traits are specified
and the isolation level in each layer is calculated.

I. INTRODUCTION

N
ETWORK slicing is a key technology for 5G network

[1]–[3]. In 5G, transmission quality, network perfor-

mance and services’ reliability are expected to be on ex-

tremely high-level (e.g., the bandwidth over 300 Mbps, very

small latency of few milliseconds and support up to 200,000

devices/km2 with 99.999% reliability level, see [4]–[6]). Un-

fortunately, some quality parameters are impossible to be

satisfied simultaneously. Therefore, the network is divided into

slices, where each slice is designed for services with required

values of network parameters. In such a case, a crucial problem

is secure isolation of slices to prevent inter-slice harmful

interaction or even attacks and to provide sufficient Quality

of Service in each slice, see [7], [8]. Providing proper slices’

isolation is now extensively studied, both, from experimental

and theoretical points of view.

Even before the concept of 5G network have been rigorously

formulated, experimental research related to future networks

caused a need of isolation of functions and processes. Differ-

ent kinds of testbeds have taken into the isolation property.

For instance, the COMCON (COntrol and Management of

COexisting Networks) project [9] has been created to design

novel control and management mechanisms for supporting the

coexistence of networks in the Future Internet. It has con-

sidered several use cases to evaluate a reference architecture

providing some isolation of specialized networks with certain

functionalities to provide their dependable and predictable

work. Another testbed, described in [10], was specialized for

network experiments with disconnected mobile nodes. Here,

the isolation property has been required for precise mea-

surements of network’s properties. The paper [11] presents a

scheme (possibly inside OMF, the wireless testbeds managerial

framework) that exploits wireless testbeds functionality by

introducing spectrum slicing of the testbed resources. Since

in wireless testbeds slicing there are inter-dependencies among

the resources, the isolation of experiments is there a hard task.

The paper [12] gives an approach allowing virtualization of

testbeds to realize several services like environment control,

virtual radio control, slice feedback, and a virtual radio iso-

lation. At least two of them provide the isolation of slices:

the environment control is responsible for maintaining control

and performance isolation across different environments while

virtual radio isolation service is required for isolating the radio

resources used by each slice due to the inherent nature of the

wireless medium.

Practical experiments concerning isolation are presented in

paper [13]. The authors consider OpenVZ and User Mode

Linux (UML) for virtualization of the ORBIT wireless testbed

and evaluate their relative merit. Their results show that the

operating system level virtualization mechanism outperforms

UML in terms of system overheads and performance isolation.

To measure isolation, they propose two performance mea-

surement metrics: transient response and cross coupling be-

tween experiments. The transient response is the instantaneous

change in throughput of an experiment running on one slice

caused due to time varying change in offered load on another

slice, while the cross coupling is the difference in throughput

with virtualization as a percentage of the throughput without

virtualization. Both measures are estimated in experiments.

Another experimental testing of isolation can be found in

[14], where the authors compare the container-based approach

and general virtual machines (Xen). They show that both

approaches give comparable isolation features (with respect to

fault isolation, resource isolation, and security isolation), while

the container-based approach gives better efficiency expressed

in terms of overall performance (throughput, latency, etc.)

and/or scalability (measured in number of concurrent VMs),

what reflects better performance isolation.

Some approach to numerical evaluation of isolation loss

using, both, experimental and theoretical results, has been

proposed in the paper [15]. Usually in VM environments,

the performance isolation is calculated based on performance

loss ratio. For containers, we can consider misbehavior and

orchestration and management, so the measurements that only
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take performance loss into consideration are not sufficient. In

the paper [15] the authors propose a performance isolation

measurement model that combines the performance loss and

resource shrinkage of containers. They also validate their

model experimentally using the open- source container project

Docker.

In contradiction to widely applied container-based virtual-

ization [16] as a solution for isolating resources of users or

slices, the authors of the paper [17] propose an alternative

to enable the isolation, based on commodity OS, utilizing

existing features in commodity OS. Assigning every user-id

in the OS a dedicated and isolated network the address and

the routing table, this method enhances the commodity OS

with the property of network name-space isolation.

Except of nodes-located information processing, isolation

is also required in network processing. For instance, paper

[18] proposes a method to share the host’s global IP address

for all the guest slivers on a node and isolate their network

usage in port-space. In programmable networks all VMs can

be configured with the same IP and MAC addresses as the

host so that any Ethernet frames from outside can be received

by a VM or host. To isolate the packets of different VMs,

each VM is assigned with a range of port numbers. The port

range of each VM can be got from the database of PLC

node. As a result, the corresponding flow entries (forwarding

rules) are installed after a VM is launched. Each VM can

only listen on the ports that assigned to it. The OVS switches

packet based on the destination port number. without address

translation. The paper [19] combines the programmable switch

OpenFlow with network virtualization and design the INP

platform OFIAS, i.e., OpenFlow In A Slice. With the flexibility

of OpenFlow and the scalable multiplexing of virtualization,

OFIAS can smoothly support multi-party INP with good

isolation performance.

Next to purely experimental investigations made in testbeds,

more theoretical approaches to isolation can be found in the

literature. For instance, in the paper [20] the authors present

a framework that improves current infrastructure by extending

link virtualization with a new component which they call

Multi-Hop Virtual Link. In their proposal this component may

be implemented as a tunnel which traverses multi-hop physical

nodes. For more virtual links, a Link Switch Engine is applied

for strong isolation of switch ability offered to different virtual

links. The authors propose to allocate separate hardware to

each virtual link providing strong isolation among multiple

virtual links.

A next step in making a concept of isolation very practical

tool for networks is proposing not only qualitative descrip-

tion and experimental validation of isolation, but also its

formal modeling and quantitative representation of its level

(estimated of calculated from the model). Such a need has

been observed, both, in practical investigations and more

theoretical research. For instance, the CONFINE IP Project,

Community Networks Testbed for the Future Internet [21],

has considered the sliver isolation, covering two different

aspects for all resources (nodes and a network): the resources

isolation and performance isolation. The resource isolation

means that a slice does not interfere with the operation of

other slices and is completely separated from the others:

it cannot access the data of other slices, cannot kill their

processes, and cannot access the core management system (it

is secure). Performance isolation means providing mechanisms

to guarantee performance on a predictable level with sufficient

(up to a certain point) amount of available resources. To make

such a concept functional one should describe these intuitive

properties and expectation with some measurable parameters.

A milestone of formal modeling of slices is the paper

[22], where the authors have presented an abstraction that

supports programming isolated slices of the network. The

proposed semantics of slices ensures that the processing of

packets on a slice is independent of all other slices. Further,

in the paper they formally define slices and propose algorithms

for compiling slices. Finally, the authors describe a tool for

automatic verification of formal isolation properties on a level

of network packets processing.

Among experimental papers, a more complete pattern of

slices isolation gives the paper [23]. The authors consider

several resultant parameters to estimate slices isolation (all for

several container-based virtualization implementations), which

are: Computing Performance, Memory Performance, Disk

Performance, Network Performance, Performance Overhead

in HPC Applications, all of them measured according to their

own methodology. Finally, they use an Isolation Benchmark

Suite (IBS) [24], [25], which includes six different stress

tests: CPU intensive test, memory intensive test, a fork bomb,

disk intensive test and two network intensive tests (send

and receive). Such parameters are suitable for estimating

performance of isolated systems in different virtualization

environments.

The recent trend of isolation modeling is calculation of

overall parameters of the sliced network, like its performance

properties, e.g., end-to-end (E2E) delay for a slice [26], using

detailed transmission or nodes’ parameters. In this paper we

propose a new Graph-based model suitable for isolation mod-

eling of slices. It uses several isolation parameters (proposed

in our earlier paper [27] and makes possible to establish a

common level of isolation for an E2E slice in the 5G network.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we

introduce a Graph-based model of slices and isolation. It uses

hierarchical graphs and makes possible to calculate isolation

level on a given level of abstraction. Section 3 is an overview

of parameters and properties suitable to model isolation of

network’s elements. In Section 4 we give a mathematical

background for calculating isolation level presenting suitable

methods and formulas. In Section 5 we illustrate the theoretical

results of previous Sections with two numerical examples,

while Section 6 concludes the paper and outlines future work.

II. GRAPH-BASED MODEL OF SLICES AND ISOLATION

All communication networks can be considered as a set of

interconnected layers, including their different elements and

roles. The same approach can be also applied to 5G networks
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(see Figure 1). The highest layer represents a high-level view

on 5G network which includes two main subnetworks: RAN

and CN and the gateway between them. The lower layer refers

to all resources located in a selected subnet. The next layer

contains a physical resource which can be described by some

properties and parameters that define it. The required virtual

resources can be located in the last layer. The virtualization

was made based on the mentioned earlier properties.

Layer 1

Layer 2

Layer 3

Layer 4

Fig. 1. The 5G network layer decomposition.

Of course, such a general decomposition must be appropri-

ately adapted and transformed to represent a slice-based 5G

network with an isolation assurance. For that reason, a new

Graph-based layered model of the network has been created.

A. Model assumptions

The described model has been created based on a few

assumption, such as:

• RAN, CN and every resource (e.g., router, link, switch,

server, etc.) are represented as hypergraphs;

• properties of resources are represented as graph vertices;

• one property can be divided into several virtual properties

used in a slice’s structure and a value can be assigned to

each of them; based on these values it is possible to create

requirements how a slice can be created or validate if it is

possible to create a slice with a defined set of properties;

• the stratification enables to consider isolation on many

levels (e.g., in Layer 5 isolation exists between proper-

ties), so it is easy to show a slice as a path with vertices

which represent virtual properties.

B. Graph-based model

Our proposed Graph-based architecture is shown in Figure

2. The architecture includes 5 layers. Each of them represents

different aspect of slicing:

• Layer 1: the layer consists of hypergraphs with all re-

sources of RAN and CN. Moreover, both areas have

Layer 1

Layer 2

Layer 3

Layer 4

Layer 5

Fig. 2. The 5G Graph-based model.

common part (common resources which match RAN slice

and CN slice, e.g. gateway connecting RAN and CN);

• Layer 2: the layer is represented by selected hypergraph

of one of area: RAN or CN with sub-hypergraphs (or a

second level hypergraph) The sub-hypergraphs apply to

all physical resources in this area;

• Layer 3: the sub-hypergraph in this layer refers to dedi-

cated resource which has several properties (in isolation

sense), the graph vertices;

• Layer 4: in this layer a property is a graph vertex which

can be virtualized;

• Layer 5: this layer includes all virtual properties, created

from a vertex in Layer 4, which are the foundations of

slices.

III. PROPERTIES AND PARAMETERS OF ISOLATION

In the paper [27] network has been described in terms of

properties and parameters, called in general the traits. Both

should be normalized; in the paper [27] has been proposed

an example method for this operation. The method assumes

that each trait’s value is preprocessed with the normalization

function g : Λ→ Ω, where Λ is the trait’s domain and Ω is a

continuous subsection of the real line R; further in this paper

we will assume that Ω = [0, 1]. Different types of traits could

have different normalization functions, however the Ω should

be common for all the traits. The normalization function for

the one trait could change between vertices as well, see [27].

The value α = inf
x∈Ω

x will be assigned to the worst value of

the trait (from the isolation point of view). The value ω =

sup
x∈Ω

x will be assigned to the best value of the trait (from

isolation point of view). In the paper [27] there were defined

the following trait families:

• raising trait: higher trait’s value is better (e.g., available

link’s throughput in Mbit/s);

• falling trait: lower trait’s value is better (e.g., link’s BER);
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• Gaussian trait: trait is the raising trait for x < γ and the

falling trait for x > γ, where γ = const (e.g., jitter in the

packets stream).

The normalization function should satisfy the following

assumptions:

• g(x) ≤ g(y) iff y is a better trait’s value than x;

• g(β) = C, where C is a constant dependent on the Ω set

and the β was defined in [27] as the trait’s typical value.

In the paper [27] was proposed C = α+ω
2
= 0.5.

The Table I contains the example of normalization func-

tions for typical values’ domains. Some functions could be

parametrized by additional parameters independent from func-

tions’ arguments, e.g. β, γ, q, r parameters from the Table I.

IV. CALCULATING THE ISOLATION LEVEL

At the beginning, we need to define types of vertices. Let

us assume that the subset of vertices from the Layer L is

indicated as {V1,V2, . . . ,Vn}. These vertices can be classified

as:

1) similar vertices, when all of them are described by a

common set of traits Π = {π1, π2, . . . , πm};
2) non-similar vertices, otherwise.

In fact, the second type of vertices is generalization of the first

vertices’ type. This observation will be used in a further part

of this Section.

A. Isolation-merging function

1) Calculation for similar vertices: For the vertex Vk, k =

1, 2, ..., n we will define a vector Ik of isolation traits as:

Ik

def
=

(
pk,1, pk,2, . . . , pk,m

)T
. (1)

Now we can propose a formula for calculating the isolation

level I for the Layer L as:

I({V1,V2, . . . ,Vn})
def
= F(I1, I2, . . . , In), (2)

where the function F : (Ωm)n → Ω
m is a general merging

function. In this paper we will assume that traits are indepen-

dent, so the function F can be defined as:

F(I1, I2, . . . , In) =
©«

f1(p1,1, p2,1, . . . , pn,1)
f2(p1,2, p2,2, . . . , pn,2)

...

fm(p1,m, p2,m, . . . , pn,m)

ª®®®®¬
, (3)

where fi : Ωn → Ω, for i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, is a merging function.

This model is a first level of an approximation, where each

trait could be changed independently and one’s trait’s value

does not affect other trait’s value.

Now let consider the merging function f (x1, x2, . . . , xn)
and mark as xmin = min{x1, x2, . . . , xn} and xmax =

max{x1, x2, . . . , xn}. Let assume that the function satisfies the

following assumptions:

(∀x ∈ Ω) f (x, x, . . . , x) = x, (4)

(∀1 ≤ k ≤ n)(∀xk ≤ yk)
f (x1, x2, . . . , xk, . . . , xn) ≤ f (x1, x2, . . . , yk, . . . , xn).

(5)

Those assumptions define our view over the isolation - if the

system is built from the components with the same trait’s

value, then the system has the same trait value as those

components (4), and the isolation will not decrease when a

component of a system has been enhanced (5). From these

two assumptions one can deduce the following inequalities:

f (x1, x2, . . . , xn) ≤ f (xmax, x2, . . . , xn) ≤
≤ f (xmax, xmax, . . . , xn) ≤ · · · ≤ f (xmax, xmax, . . . , xmax) =

= xmax,
(6)

f (x1, x2, . . . , xn) ≥ f (xmin, x2, . . . , xn) ≥
≥ f (xmin, xmin, . . . , xn) ≥ · · · ≥ f (xmin, xmin, . . . , xmin) =

= xmin.
(7)

The function which satisfies the inequalities:

xmin ≤ f (x1, x2, . . . , xn) ≤ xmax (8)

will be called the mean function, see [28]. An example of a

mean function is the generalized weighted mean (the power

mean):

ωq(x1, x2, . . . , xn) =
(∑n

i=1 wi x
q

i∑n
i=1 wi

) 1
q

, (9)

where
∑n

i=1 wi > 0 and wi ≥ 0. The parameter q is a

real number; there are the following important border-case

formulas:



ω−∞(x1, x2, . . . , xn) = min{x1, x2, . . . , xn},
ω0(x1, x2, . . . , xn) = n

√
x1x2 . . . xn,

ω+∞(x1, x2, . . . , xn) = max{x1, x2, . . . , xn}.
(10)

2) Calculations for non-similar vertices: More common

situation is when not all considered vertices are described

only by one set of traits. Let us assume that the vertex Vk

is described by the set of traits Πk = {πk,1, πk,2, . . . , πk,mk
}

and let us define Π = ∪m
k=1
Πk = {π1, π2, . . . , π |Π |}}. The

goal of the reasoning is to represent the merged isolation in a

space common for all vertices. Now, let us introduce the set

Ω
∗
= Ω ∪ θ, θ < Ω, which has the following properties:



(∀x ∈ Ω) x ≯ θ,

(∀x ∈ Ω) x ≮ θ,

(∀x ∈ Ω) x , θ.

(11)

The element θ is a special element, e.g. the imaginary unit

i satisfies (11) when Ω = [0; 1]. The aim of this value is to

indicate that for considered trait and vertex the trait’s value

does not exists (it is undefined). Let us define the function

Tk : Ωmk → (Ω∗) |Π |:

Tk

©«

pk,1
pk,2
...

pk,mk

ª®®®®¬
def
=

©«

rk,1
rk,2
...

rk, |Π |

ª®®®®¬
, (12)
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TABLE I
EXAMPLES OF TYPICAL NORMALIZATION FUNCTIONS, BASED ON [27]

Λ Parameter family The worst value The best value Typical value Function g(x)

R raising\falling 0 ±∞ β g(x) = 1 − 2
− x
β

R falling\rising ±∞ 0 β g(x) = 2
− x
β

R raising −∞ +∞ β; β , 0 g(x) =
(
1 + e

β−x
|β |

)−1

R raising −∞ +∞ 0 g(x) = (1 + e−x )−1

R falling +∞ −∞ β; β , 0 g(x) =
(
1 + e

x−β
|β |

)−1

R falling −∞ +∞ 0 g(x) = (1 + ex )−1

[q; r] ∈ R≥0 raising q r
q+r

2
g(x) = x−q

r−q

[q; r] ∈ R≥0 falling r q
q+r

2 g(x) = r−x
r−q

R Gaussian ±∞ γ β g(x) = 2
−
��� x−γβ−γ

���

where

rk, j =

{
value of πj for Vk, when πj ∈ Πk

θ, otherwise.
(13)

Now, one can define a general merging function F∗ for non-

similar vertices as:

F∗ : (Ω∗)n |Π | → (Ω∗) |Π | . (14)

According to equation (3), we can write:

F∗(I1, I2, . . . , In) =
©«

f ∗
1
(r1,1, r2,1, . . . , rn,1)

f ∗
2
(r1,2, r2,2, . . . , rn,2)

...

f ∗|Π |(r1, |Π |, r2, |Π |, . . . , rn, |Π |)

ª®®®®¬
, (15)

where the function f ∗ : (Ω∗)n → Ω∗ is a non-similar vertex’s

version of the merging function f . According to equations

(4,5), the following assumptions upon the f ∗ could be made:

(∀x ∈ Ω∗) f ∗(x, x, . . . , x) = x, (16)

(∀1 ≤ k ≤ n)(∀xk ≤ yk)
f ∗(x1, x2, . . . , xk, . . . , xn) ≤ f ∗(x1, x2, . . . , yk, . . . , xn),

(17)

f ∗(x1, x2, . . . , xn) = θ ⇐⇒ x1 = x2 = · · · = xn = θ. (18)

The equation (17) requires that the values xk and yk must

be comparable. The θ element does not satisfy this condition

for any other value from the Ω∗ set, according to the (11).

Consequently, when one defines trait’s value for an already

existing vertex, the merged trait’s value with isolation merging

function could be higher, lower or stay at the same point.

The f ∗(x1, x2, . . . , xn) function could be calculated in the

following way: let the Z = (z1, z2, . . . , zn′) be a string of

elements from X = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) created by selecting all

elements except the elements equal to θ. Then, we can use e.g.

(9) formula for calculations, using only values from Z . The

weights should be the same for the element zk ; 1 ≤ k ≤ n′

and the corresponding element from X .
3) Choosing the merging function: The following aspects

should be considered for choosing an appropriate merging

function.

• Interpretation of the merged trait, e.g. available through-

put for a path of vertices is upper-bounded by a mini-

mal value, so the merging function could be defined as

f (x1, x2, . . . , xn) = min{x1, x2, . . . , xn}.
• Implementation constraints: the integer-valued weights

and function’s parameters could result in more accurate

and faster calculations; the operations upon integers are

faster than on typical IEEE 754 [29] double precision

numbers. The money-like types which allow exact oper-

ations are slower than hardware supported types.

• Precision constraints: each operation on non-integer num-

ber suffers from the finite precision problem, which

causes losing the information on the less-important part

of a number. Using large number of operations (multipli-

cation, adding, power) leads to very uncertain results.

• The expected value of a merging function: the normaliza-

tion function defines the central element C = g(β) of Ω

(i.e., 0.5 for the set Ω = [0, 1]) as a typical value which

should be close to the expected value of the merging

function. This value could depend on the number of

merged properties and the function’s internal parameters,

like the parameter q for the generalized mean. The Figure

3 shows how the mean value changes for the generalized

mean function. Only the arithmetical mean (q = 1) from

this functions family satisfies, for all n > 1, the equation:

E
(
fq(x1, x2, . . . , xn)

)
= g(β). (19)

• The shape (e.g. convexness) of a merging function: traits

are interpreted with some logic, e.g.:
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Fig. 3. Mean value of ωq function for various number of traits n and the
parameter q.

– The OR logic: the merged trait’s value is more

strongly dependent on large values than on small

ones. This kind of traits should be merged with

convex functions. An example trait is number of CVE

vulnerabilities for a network’s node.

– The AND logic: the merged trait’s value is more

strongly dependent on small values than on large

ones. This kind of traits should be merged with

concave functions. An example trait is encryption

strength in number of key’s bits for a network’s node.

– The neutral logic: the merged trait’s value depends

on the small and large values equally. This kind of

traits should be merged with function which satisfies

the following equation:

∂2

∂x2
k

f (x1, x2, . . . , xk, . . . , xn) = 0. (20)

B. Calculating the isolation vector

The isolation vector for a network could be calculated

recursively by calculating isolation vectors for subnetworks

and a group of vertices from a layer. This bottom-up method

allows adding special information, which should be included

into the calculation process, and which cannot be defined for

vertices in lower layers.

C. The comparison problem for vectors

From practical point of view, it is very important to compare

calculated isolation vectors which are defined over a common

set of traits. Two vectors, which have only one different

trait’s value, are easy to compare. When multiple traits’ values

are different, the situation is much more complicated. In

mathematical terms the aim is to define the linear order for

the set (Ω) |Π |; the θ value could be omitted, because each

trait should be defined for at least one vertex in a graph, so

the final vector has all non-θ values. Such an order could be

defined by assigning to each of isolation vectors a number,

which can be compared. This assignment is provided by the

extracting function Φ : (Ω) |Π | → Ω. This function should

satisfy following inequalities for each xk ∈ Ω:

∂

∂xk
Φ(x1, x2, . . . , xk, . . . , xn) ≥ 0, (21)

∂2

∂x2
k

Φ(x1, x2, . . . , xk, . . . , xn) ≤ 0. (22)

The inequality (21) means that the extracting function is

raising for each of its parameters. The inequality (22) describes

the assumption that the function is concave for each parameter.

D. Extracting the single value

The following example function family, which satisfies the

assumptions (21, 22) could be used for extracting the single

value for an isolation vector:

Φq(x1, x2, . . . , xk, . . . , xn) = 1 −
(
1

n

n∑
i=1

(1 − xi)q
) 1

q

. (23)

This function has the following partial derivatives:

∂

∂xk
Φq(x1, x2, . . . , xk, . . . , xn) =

=

(
n∑
i=1

(1 − xi)q
) 1

q
−1

(1 − xk)q−1

n
≥ 0,

(24)

∂2

∂x2
k

Φq(x1, x2, . . . , xk, . . . , xn) =

=

1 − q

n2

(
n∑
i=1

(1 − xi)q
) 1

q
−2

(1 − xk)q−2
n∑

i=1;i,k

(1 − xi)q .
(25)

If q ≥ 1, then the second derivative calculated in the equation

(25) is non-positive, so the assumption defined in equation

(22) is satisfied.

V. EXAMPLES

In this section we consider two examples: calculating the

isolation of a single node in a network and calculating the

isolation over an E2E path for a single slice. The second

example contains a list of steps which are included in the

isolation assessment process.

A. Example 1. Single node

Let us consider a single network element with traits, traits’

values and normalization functions defined in the Table II. The

normalization functions are fitted to expected traits’ domains,

which is the main reason during selecting the normalization

function. We assumed for the trait symmetric encryption

algorithm’s strength that at this moment the largest available

(and practically used) key size is 256 bits. Theoretically, the

key could have any length (e.g. one-time keys for stream

ciphers), but very large key size is impractical as well, so

in such typical case will not be considered as an option. Since

the domain is constrained to the range of integer numbers,

the linear normalization function for this trait was chosen.
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TABLE II
SET OF NORMALIZATION FUNCTIONS AND NORMALIZED VALUES FOR A

SINGLE NODE

Parameter Value Normalization func-

tion

Normalized

value

Symmetric
encryption
algorithm’s
strength{
a = 0

b = 256bits

160 bits g(x) = x−a
b−a 0.625

Average time be-
tween vulnerabil-
ities assessments
β = 4h

8h g(x) = 2
− x
β 0.25

Amount of
electromagnetic
radiation
β = 25dBµV/m

55dBµV/m g(x) =
(
1 + e

x−β
|β |

)−1

0.2315

The isolation vector for this vertex (which is a representation

of this single node scenario) is (0.625, 0.25, 0.2315). We can

extract the single value from this vector using the function

Φ2(x1, x2, x3):

I f inal = 1 −

√∑3
i=1(1 − xi)2

3
=

= 1 −
√

(1 − 0.625)2 + (1 − 0.25)2 + (1 − 0.2315)2
3

=

= 0.3433.

(26)

B. Example 2. A simple end-to-end slice

The process of isolation analysis is defined as follows:

1) definition of use-case to be modeled;

2) definition of all network resources to be modeled (nodes

and links);

3) definition of each resource affiliation to RAN and/or CN;

4) for each resource definition of relevant isolation param-

eters and properties to be determined or measured;

5) for CN, RAN and E2E definition of relevant isolation

parameters and properties to be determined or measured;

6) choosing a set of functions to normalize isolation pa-

rameters and properties;

7) choosing a set of functions to calculate isolation from

parameters and properties;

8) choosing a set of functions to compare two or more

isolation tuples;

9) definition of a slices spanned across previously defined

resources;

10) for each layer, calculation of slices’ isolation, with a

previously chosen set of functions;

11) performing comparison, if needed, with a previously

chosen set of comparison functions.

Copper Link

Fiber Link

Fiber Link

UE gNB

CN router

CN Gateway

3rd party 

cloud

RAN
CN

Fig. 4. The example of a network scenario for the purpose of isolation
analysis.

RAN

CN

GR1

GR2

GR1

G

GC1

GC2

GC4

n1

n2

n3

n4

n5

n6

n8

GC3n7

Fig. 5. The representation of the selected piece of network in the Graph
model.

As an example, the simple network is analyzed in context

of E2E calculation of isolation (see Figure 4). RAN network

consists of a single User Equipment (UE), which connects

with gNB node using Radio Link. CN consists of three types

of equipment: gNB (which is common for RAN and CN), CN

Router and CN Gateway. gNB is connected with CN router

using Copper Link and CN Router is connected with CN

Gateway using Fiber Link. CN Gateway is connected with a

3rd-party-vendor cloud using Fiber Link, which is considered

outside of RAN and CN.

The described piece of network can be represented as a

graph structure using the Graph model (see Figure 5)

RAN and CN are the hypergraphs which include sub-

hypergraphs: GRx , GCx and G (GRx - RAN sub-hypergraph

of the element x, GCx - CN sub-hypergraph of the element x,

G sub-hypergraph of the gateway). Each sub-hypergraph has

several nodes (ni) which present the properties. Every property

can be virtualized: v1n1, v2n1, v3n1, etc. (vinj means a virtual

property "i" of a physical property " j").

According to the process of E2E isolation analysis, each

step may be described as follows:
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1) Use case definition: in a network depicted in the Figure

4 a slice is being configured from UE to CN gateway.

There is a need to assess isolation level of the slice

based on the equipment and media used to serve this

slice. There are two types of routers in CN which

can be chosen in the network’s implementation (it is

assumed that each of them has assessed the same chosen

parameters and properties). There is a need to assess the

isolation of the slice while the first and the second types

of routers are chosen. The isolation in these two cases

should be compared to choose a solution with better

isolation for a slice. The analysis should be performed

only on Layers 1, 2 and 3 of the model.

2) Network resources to be modeled: in the analysis there

should be modeled the following resources:

• User Equipment in RAN;

• Radio Link in RAN;

• gNB as a gateway between RAN and CN (affiliated

to RAN and CN);

• Copper Link in CN;

• CN Router in CN;

• Fiber Link in CN;

• CN Gateway as a gateway between CN and 3rd-

party-cloud (affiliated to CN).

Figure 5 represents the network for the isolation analysis

in a graph form.

3) RAN-CN affiliation: the affiliation was described in the

previous point.

4) Parameters and properties for elements: the following

isolation parameters and properties were identified for

each resource:

• User Equipment in RAN (GR1):

– slicing application: programming language used

(e.g., Java), enumeration (n1).

• Radio Link in RAN (GR2):

– symmetric encryption algorithm strength: the

number of bits, a nonnegative integer (n2).

• gNB as a gateway between RAN and CN (G):

– average time between vulnerabilities assessments:

hours, a nonnegative real number (n3).

• Copper Link in CN (GC1):

– symmetric encryption algorithm strength: the

number of bits, a nonnegative integer (n4);

– amount of electromagnetic radiation: i.e., dBV/m,

a real number (n5).

• CN Router in CN (GC2):

– average time between vulnerabilities assessments:

hours, a nonnegative real number (n6).

• Fiber Link in CN (GC3):

– symmetric encryption algorithm strength: the

number of bits, a nonnegative integer (n7).

• CN Gateway as a gateway between CN and 3rd-

party-cloud (GC4):

– average time between vulnerabilities assessments:

hours, a nonnegative real number (n8).

5) Parameters and properties for CN, RAN and E2E:

the following isolation parameters and properties were

identified:

• Core Network (CN):

– symmetric encryption algorithm strength;

– amount of electromagnetic radiation;

– average time between vulnerabilities assessment.

• Radio Access Network (RAN):

– symmetric encryption algorithm strength;

– programming language used;

– average time between vulnerabilities assessment.

• End-to-End (E2E):

– symmetric encryption algorithm strength;

– programming language used;

– amount of electromagnetic radiation;

– average time between vulnerabilities assessment;

– (produced by extracting the single value from

other traits) isolation level.

6) Choose a set of functions to normalize isolation pa-

rameters and properties: These functions are defined

in the Table III.

7) Choose a set of functions to calculate isolation

from parameters and properties: We will use as the

isolation-merging function the following formula:

ω−1(x1, x2, . . . , xn). (27)

for calculating the isolation inside the RAN or CN part

of the network and the weighted version of this mean

for calculating isolation E2E for these two parts of the

network. The value q = −1 is used, because it is very

fast to implement, it is a merging function with the AND

logic. The Figure 3 shows that this function has the mean

value very close to 0.5 (the central element of the Ω set),

which is advisable.

We use the weighted function for merging isolation

between CN and RAN for flattening an impact of each

graph’s vertex in results. The weights are defined in the

column Weights in the Table V. Since the gNB node (and

in consequence its vertex in the Graph model) belongs

to RAN and CN as well, its impact is doubled. To avoid

this excessive influence, the subnetworks on the path

should be separated.

8) Choose a set of functions to compare two or more

isolation tuples: We will use the proposed method for

calculating the final isolation and the calculated final iso-

lations (the I f inal values) will be used for comparisons

of the slices’ isolation levels.

9) Define a slice spanned across previously defined

resources: We assume in this scenario that the slice is

from UE to the 3rd-party-cloud and contains all devices

and links between these nodes.

10) For each layer, calculate slices isolation with a

previously chosen set of functions: The results of
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TABLE III
SET OF NORMALIZATION FUNCTIONS AND NORMALIZED VALUES

Part Element Parameter Value Normalization func-

tion

Normalized

value

Typical values / mar-

gin values

RAN
UE in RAN Programming language used C++ (0.75) N/A 0.75 N/A

Radio Link in RAN Symmetric encryption algo-
rithm strength

160 bits g(x) = x−a
b−a 0.625

{
a = 0

b = 256bits

gNB gNB as a gateway be-
tween RAN and CN

Average time between vulner-
abilities assessments

8h g(x) = 2
− x
β 0.25 β = 4h

CN

Copper Link in
CN

Symmetric encryption algo-
rithm strength

128 bits g(x) = x−a
b−a 0.5

{
a = 0

b = 256bits

Amount of electromagnetic ra-
diation

55dBµV/m g(x) =
(
1 + e

x−β
|β |

)−1

0.2315 β = 25dBµV/m

CN Router in CN Average time between vulner-
abilities assessments

12h g(x) = 2
− x
β 0.125 β = 4h

Fiber Link in CN Symmetric encryption algo-
rithm strength

256 bits g(x) = x−a
b−a 1

{
a = 0

b = 256bits

CN Gateway as a
gateway between CN
and 3rd party cloud

Average time between vulner-
abilities assessments

4h g(x) = 2
− x
β 0.5 β = 4h

TABLE IV
ISOLATION INSIDE RAN AND CN

Part Parameter Values Merged values

RAN

Average time be-
tween vulnerabili-
ties assessments

0.25 0.25

Encryption
algorithm strength

0.625 0.625

Programming lan-
guage used

0.75 0.75

CN

Encryption
algorithm strength

0.5, 1 2
1

0.5
+

1
1

= 0.6667

Amount of electro-
magnetic radiation

0.2315 0.2315

Average time be-
tween vulnerabili-
ties assessments

0.25,
0.125,
0.5

3
1

0.25
+

1
0.125

+
1

0.5

= 0.2143

calculations are in Tables IV and V. From the obtained

results presented in the Table V, we can build the

isolation vector (0.75, 0.6522, 0.2222, 0.2315) for this

example network. One can extract the single value from

this vector using the function Φ2(x1, x2, x3, x4):

I f inal = 1 −

√∑4
i=1(1 − xi)2

4
= 0.4128. (28)

11) Perform comparison, if needed, with a previously

chosen set of comparison functions: The defined slice

has I f inal in a medium level and it could be improved.

From the Table V we can choose the worst isolation trait

(by its value): Average time between vulnerabilities

assessments. In this scenario this trait is merged from

TABLE V
ISOLATION VECTOR VALUES

Parameter Values Weights Isolation vector’s values

Programming lan-
guage used

0.75 1 0.75

Encryption
algorithm strength

0.625,
0.6667

1/3, 2/3 1
1/3

0.625
+

2/3
0.6667

= 0.6522

Average time be-
tween vulnerabili-
ties assessments

0.25,
0.2143

1/4, 3/4 1
1/4
0.25
+

3/4
0.2143

= 0.2222

Amount of electro-
magnetic radiation

0.2315 1 0.2315

RAN and CN with different weights and with different

values. The vertex to improve could be determined by

exhaustive search where all traits, except current vertex’s

traits, has origin values and the current vertex’s trait’s

value is set to 1 (the ω value). The result of this search

is summarized in the Table VI. The CN Router in CN’s

trait’s value should be improved, because enhancement

of this element could make the biggest effort on the

I f inal value. Let us assume now, that we improved this

trait’s value to 4h (0.5 after normalization). After this

operation, the value of this trait in the isolation vector

is 0.3333 and the I f inal = 0.4481.

C. Discussion of the results

The I f inal values are below the 0.5, which should be

expected, because the traits’ values in both examples are

generally low or medium. In this scenario the trait’s values

are higher than 0, so the ω−1 function could be used for

merging isolation. If zero values for the traits are expected,

the parameter q should be greater than 0. Such a situation
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TABLE VI
SEARCHING FOR THE BEST VERTEX TO IMPROVE THE WORST TRAIT: THE

RESULTS

Vertex Origin

trait’s

value

Max.

available

merged

value in

RAN

Max.

available

merged

value in CN

Max. trait’s

value in the

isolation

vector

G - gNB as a
gateway between
RAN and CN

0.25 1 0.2727 0.3333

GC2 - CN Router
in CN

0.125 0.25 0.4286 0.3636

GC4 - CN Gate-
way as a gateway
between CN and
3rd party cloud

0.5 0.25 0.2308 0.2353

could happen if linear functions are used for normalization or

one of the properties’ values is zero.

A change in the Step 11 for the Example 2 is small, because

in the isolation vector there exists a parameter with the value

0.2315, which has a significant impact on the I f inal and which

should be improved.

The procedure for finding the best vertex and its trait to

improve the isolation is defined in a heuristic way. There is a

space for further improvements and research. In this case we

assumed that each trait has the same merging function, but it

could be trait-dependent, and it should be considered by the

algorithm executed in the Step 11. This algorithm also could

consider the cost of each trait’s improvement in a vertex.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper the Graph-based quantitative description of

networks’ slices isolation has been proposed. We have pre-

sented a model which can be used to represent in a transparent

way a slice in 5G Network, allowing its detailed analysis

and supporting additional calculations. As an example of such

calculations we have considered the problem of estimating the

isolation level of the end-to-end slice and also isolation level of

each network’s element, both, physical and virtual. Moreover,

we have proposed a general framework and the mathematical

rules defining how the isolation of that slice can be calculated.

Finally, in the paper we have included examples of isolation

calculation for a single node and for the end-to-end scenario of

a single slice. The numerical results proved to be promising,

indicating possibilities of application of our approach in slices

management and optimization.

The paper presents a research on its initial state. In our

opinion the future work on the presented topic should be

continued. Among others, it should include the following

issues:

• Validation and verification of the presented Graph model

by modeling different scenarios;

• Development of methods for comparing different types

of slices;

• Proof of concept application development;

• Development of a set of parameters and properties for

devices and links;

• Development of better algorithm for selecting a trait and

graph’s vertex to improve the isolation;

• Research of integration of the presented model with 5G

MANO systems.
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